The prefrontal cortex (PFC) guides execution and inhibition of behavior based on contextual demands. In rodents, the dorsal/ prelimbic (PL) medial PFC (mPFC) is frequently considered essential for execution of goal-directed behavior ("go") whereas ventral/ infralimbic (IL) mPFC is thought to control behavioral suppression ("stop"). This dichotomy is commonly seen for fear-related behaviors, and for some behaviors related to cocaine seeking. Overall, however, data for reward-directed behaviors are ambiguous, and few recordings of PL/IL activity have been performed to demonstrate single-neuron correlates. We recorded neuronal activity in PL and IL during discriminative stimulus driven sucrose seeking followed by multiple days of extinction of the reward-predicting stimulus. Contrary to a generalized PL-go/IL-stop hypothesis, we found cue-evoked activity in PL and IL during reward seeking and extinction. Upon analyzing this activity based on resultant behavior (lever press or withhold), we found that neurons in both areas encoded contextually appropriate behavioral initiation (during reward seeking) and withholding (during extinction), where context was dictated by response-outcome contingencies. Our results demonstrate that PL and IL signal contextual information for regulation of behavior, irrespective of whether that involves initiation or suppression of behavioral responses, rather than topographically encoding go vs. stop behaviors. The use of context to optimize behavior likely plays an important role in maximizing utility-promoting exertion of activity when behaviors are rewarded and conservation of energy when not. rat | extracellular | electrophysiology | instrumental | contingency T he prefrontal cortex (PFC) is involved in directing behavior and inhibiting inappropriate responses (1-4). Rodent medial PFC (mPFC) is functionally heterogeneous: prelimbic cortex (PL) is thought to be involved in behavioral execution, and infralimbic cortex (IL) in behavioral suppression, particularly during extinction (4). Fear conditioning studies support this dichotomy. PL stimulation elicits, and inactivation impairs, conditioned fear expression, and PL neurons fire during fear-related cues. Conversely, IL stimulation enhances, and inactivation blocks, extinction of fear conditioning, and IL neurons fire for extinguished cues that previously predicted an aversive stimulus (5, 6).
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) guides execution and inhibition of behavior based on contextual demands. In rodents, the dorsal/ prelimbic (PL) medial PFC (mPFC) is frequently considered essential for execution of goal-directed behavior ("go") whereas ventral/ infralimbic (IL) mPFC is thought to control behavioral suppression ("stop"). This dichotomy is commonly seen for fear-related behaviors, and for some behaviors related to cocaine seeking. Overall, however, data for reward-directed behaviors are ambiguous, and few recordings of PL/IL activity have been performed to demonstrate single-neuron correlates. We recorded neuronal activity in PL and IL during discriminative stimulus driven sucrose seeking followed by multiple days of extinction of the reward-predicting stimulus. Contrary to a generalized PL-go/IL-stop hypothesis, we found cue-evoked activity in PL and IL during reward seeking and extinction. Upon analyzing this activity based on resultant behavior (lever press or withhold), we found that neurons in both areas encoded contextually appropriate behavioral initiation (during reward seeking) and withholding (during extinction), where context was dictated by response-outcome contingencies. Our results demonstrate that PL and IL signal contextual information for regulation of behavior, irrespective of whether that involves initiation or suppression of behavioral responses, rather than topographically encoding go vs. stop behaviors. The use of context to optimize behavior likely plays an important role in maximizing utility-promoting exertion of activity when behaviors are rewarded and conservation of energy when not. rat | extracellular | electrophysiology | instrumental | contingency T he prefrontal cortex (PFC) is involved in directing behavior and inhibiting inappropriate responses (1) (2) (3) (4) . Rodent medial PFC (mPFC) is functionally heterogeneous: prelimbic cortex (PL) is thought to be involved in behavioral execution, and infralimbic cortex (IL) in behavioral suppression, particularly during extinction (4) . Fear conditioning studies support this dichotomy. PL stimulation elicits, and inactivation impairs, conditioned fear expression, and PL neurons fire during fear-related cues. Conversely, IL stimulation enhances, and inactivation blocks, extinction of fear conditioning, and IL neurons fire for extinguished cues that previously predicted an aversive stimulus (5, 6) .
A similar dichotomy is proposed for appetitive behaviors, although support for this is not unequivocal (7) . PL inactivation during discriminative stimulus (DS)-driven reward-seeking reduces cue-driven behaviors (8) . However, PL inactivation also increases nonspecific (8) and premature lever responding (9, 10) , and PL is important in inhibiting responses during a stop-signal reaction time task (11) . IL inactivation during DS task performance increases responses generally, including those triggered by a nonrewarded stimulus (NS) (8) , increases premature responding on five-choice serial reaction time tasks (12) , and increases spontaneous recovery and reinstatement (13) . Cocaine seeking is also associated with activation of PL, and extinction with activity in IL (4). However, IL is also implicated in driving seeking of cocaine, heroin, and other drugs of abuse, and PL activation inhibits compulsive cocaine seeking (7) . Thus, even though the PL/IL go/stop dichotomy has been demonstrated in a number of studies, there are also a significant number of studies calling it into question (7) . The goal of the present study was to test whether the PL/IL functional dichotomy seen in fear conditioning was also present in an appetitively motivated task and its extinction. This view predicts that PL neurons would fire during reward seeking, and IL neurons during suppression of seeking, particularly after extinction. Instead, we found that both regions displayed rapid, stimulus-evoked activity changes closely linked to contextually appropriate behavior, largely independent of whether the behavior involved response execution or inhibition.
Results
Task Performance. We recorded neuronal activity from PL and IL (n = 6 rats each) during performance of a DS-driven sucrose seeking task (DS-sucrose) and nonrewarded extinction sessions (Materials and Methods and Fig. 1A ). In each trial, one of two lever/tone stimulus combinations was pseudorandomly presented: one rewarded [rewarded stimulus (RS)], and the other not (i.e., NS). RS lever presses followed by well entry were rewarded with sucrose. NS lever presses produced no effect. Rats accurately responded more to RSs than NSs (z = 4.78; P << 0.001, Wilcoxon test; Fig. 1B ). RS lever presses (z = 1.15; P > 0.05, Mann-Whitney test) and reaction times (z = 0.36; P > 0.05) did not differ significantly between PL-and IL-implanted rats (median reaction time: PL, 2.41 s; IL, 2.33 s). During extinction, RS presses decreased significantly in PL-implanted [χ 2 (4) = 22.58; P << 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test] and IL-implanted rats [χ 2 (4) = 22.07;
Significance
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) regulates multiple aspects of behavior. One hypothesis proposes that PFC segregates different functions into specific subregions: dorsal medial PFC [mPFC; prelimbic (PL)] regulates execution of behavior, or "going," whereas ventral mPFC [infralimbic (IL)] regulates inhibition of behavior, or "stopping." We demonstrate that neither PL nor IL neurons exhibited signals specifically tied to going or stopping, either during reward seeking or extinction sessions when rats stopped seeking reward. Instead, neurons better represented the outcome based context, firing more strongly for going during reward seeking and for stopping during extinction. The use of contextual information to guide responding is important for maximizing benefits vs. costs and may be a major role of the PFC in optimizing behavior. P << 0.001] and equivalently (PL vs. IL: z = 1.15; P > 0.05, Mann-Whitney test).
PL and IL Neurons Signaled Rewarded and Nonrewarded Stimuli.
Neurons in PL (n = 91) and IL (n = 100; Fig. 1C ) were recorded during DS-sucrose performance (representative neurons shown in Fig. 2A ; sample waveforms and clusters shown in Fig. S1 ). Neurons included for analysis were likely primarily glutamatergic pyramidal neurons based on waveform and spontaneous firing rate ( Fig. S1 ). Mean z-scored activity of significantly responding neurons is shown in Fig. 2B . Thirty-nine PL neurons (43%) significantly responded to the RS alone (n = 17), NS alone (n = 9), or both RS and NS (n = 13). Responses were biased toward excitation vs. inhibition, although this was not significant (RS and NS: both P > 0.05, binomial test; Fig. 2C ). Similarly, 40 IL neurons (40%) were modulated by the RS alone (n = 15), NS alone (n = 11), or both (n = 14). More than twice as many IL neurons were more strongly inhibited than excited (RS, P = 0.06; NS, P < 0.01, binomial test; Fig. 2C ). Significantly modulated neurons responded in the same direction (e.g., excited or inhibited) following RS and NS presentations (PL, 33 same vs. 6 different; P << 0.001; IL, 33 same vs. 7 different; P << 0.001, binomial test). Across the recorded population, neuronal responses to RS and NS were highly correlated (PL, r = 0.74; P << 0.001; IL, r = 0.66; P << 0.001). PL neurons significantly responsive to RS and NS appeared to be more strongly modulated than IL neurons ( Fig. 2B ), but this was not significant (excitation/inhibition, RS/NS; all P > 0.05, Mann-Whitney test). Neurons significantly modulated by RS presentation were less modulated by NS (PL, z = 4.37; P << 0.001; IL, z = 3.84; P << 0.001, Wilcoxon test on absolute value of z-scores). In contrast, PL neurons significantly modulated by NS presentation were equally modulated by RS (z = 1.06; P > 0.05), and IL neurons significantly modulated by NS presentations were more strongly modulated by RS (z = 2.65; P < 0.01). Peak/nadir neural responses to RS or NS presentation occurred rapidly (250-500 ms; Fig. 2 B and D) and far in advance of lever presses.
Responses across all recorded neurons, using the absolute value of firing to characterize signaling strength irrespective of response direction, exhibited the same general patterns ( Fig. 2D ). Evoked responses were stronger in PL than in IL neurons, but this difference was significant only for NS presentations (RS, z = 0.86; P > 0.05; NS, z = 2.20; P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney test). Population signaling was significantly greater for RS vs. NS presentations in PL (z = 2.85; P < 0.005) and IL (z = 3.90; P << 0.001). In sum, PL and IL neurons were strongly modulated during reward seeking. This modulation was excitation-biased for PL neurons and inhibition-biased for IL neurons, but both areas exhibited excitation and inhibition and both were more strongly engaged during RS than NS presentation ( Fig. S2 ).
Neuronal responses were stable across trials: only a small number of neurons exhibiting significant RS-evoked modulation showed significant changes over the course of a recording session (n = 6 PL and n = 2 IL; SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S3 ), indicating little to no influence of trial or sucrose consumption on mPFC activity in our task. PL/IL Response Patterns Persisted Throughout Extinction. We next recorded activity from the same electrodes during 4 d of extinction (Materials and Methods and Fig. 1A) . Surprisingly, stimulus-evoked activity in both PL and IL during extinction was similar to that seen during DS-sucrose ( Fig. 3 ), despite greatly diminished lever pressing across extinction (Fig. 1B) . The percentages of neurons significantly excited or inhibited by RS or NS presentation were largely consistent over the course of extinction in both regions (Fig. 3A) , as were the proportions of neurons demonstrating significant evoked responses selectively for RS, NS, or both (Table S1 ). The strength of evoked responses also remained consistent across all sessions ( Fig. 3 B- trend for diminished IL signaling in response to the RS [χ 2 (4,502) = 9.44; P = 0.051]. All other signals remained unchanged across extinction ( Fig. 3D ). Robust population activity on extinction day 2 is shown in Fig. 3B , and the stability of responses across all extinction days is shown in Fig. 3C (significantly modulated neurons) and Fig.  3D (absolute value of the whole population). Thus, despite some small fluctuations in firing over the transition from DS-sucrose to extinction, task-related signaling continued throughout extinction.
These data indicate that PL and IL neurons signaled during reward seeking when rewarded (in DS-sucrose) and continued to signal stimuli throughout extinction despite absence of reward and substantial extinction-induced decreases in responding ( Fig. 1B) . Baseline activity did not change across sessions. This was verified using two epochs: (i) 30 s preceding the first stimulus presentation in each recording session [F(1,4) = 0.18; P > 0.05, rank-ordered two-factor ANOVA], and (ii) 2-4 s preceding each stimulus presentation within a session, averaged across RS and NS [F(1,4) = 0.43; P > 0.05]. IL baseline activity, however, was significantly lower than PL [F(1,4) = 37.94 and 38.47; P << 0.001].
Stimulus-Evoked PL/IL Activity Predicted Context-Appropriate Execution and Inhibition of Responding. Because few differences in neural activity were observed during reward-seeking vs. extinction sessions, we investigated the relationship of stimulus-evoked neural responses to stimulus-evoked behaviors. Neural activity during DS-sucrose was characterized based on whether stimulus presentation resulted in a lever press or a withheld press. Instead of exclusively firing for one particular behavior or another (i.e., pressing or withholding, which would be predicted from a PL-go/ IL-stop type hypothesis), neuronal activity reflected contextappropriate responding (i.e., press for RS, withhold for NS). We analyzed activity of neurons 0-500 ms post-RS/NS in recordings in which both types of responses were observed (RS-press vs. RSwithhold and NS-press vs. NS-withhold). The overall strength of signaling, measured by absolute value z-score in the same neuron across trials, was significantly greater following the RS in press compared with withhold trials (PL, z = 5.12; P << 0.001; IL, z = 5.44; P << 0.001; Fig. 4A ). Conversely, in NS trials, the strength of signaling was significantly greater in withhold compared with press trials (PL, z = 4.49; P << 0.001; IL, z = 4.07; P << 0.001; Fig. 4B ). This significant difference was seen in neurons excited and inhibited by RS-press and NS-withhold: both types of responses were significantly diminished in RS-withhold and NS-press in PL and IL neurons (all z > 3; all P < 0.01; Fig. 4 C and D) . There were no significant differences between PL and IL neurons (all z < 1.6; all P > 0.05) except for a small difference between NS-press responses in neurons inhibited during NS-withhold (z = 2.24; P < 0.05; Fig.  4D , Right). Based on these results, we tentatively concluded that PL and IL neurons encode cue information that dictates a contextually appropriate response: press when reward is expected, withhold press when reward is not expected.
Neurons in PL and IL Switched from Signaling Press During Sucrose-
Seeking to Withhold During Extinction. To verify that PL and IL neurons encode context-specific mappings between cues and behaviors, we analyzed press vs. withhold activity in PL and IL neurons during the 4 d of extinction of the RS. Over the course of extinction, rats switched from a behavioral strategy of pressing the RS lever to withholding responses ( Fig. 1A) . At the same time, PL and IL neurons significantly shifted from strong to weak signaling of RS-press [absolute-value z-score: PL, χ 2 (4,442) = 12.17; P < 0.05; IL, χ 2 (4,502) = 43.69; P << 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test; Fig. 5A ], and weak to strong signaling of RS-withhold [PL, χ 2 (4,442) = 34.28; P << 0.001; IL, χ 2 (4,502) = 27.09; P << 0.001], as predicted by the hypothesis that neurons encode contextual cue information for driving behavior. Thus, whereas evoked neuronal activity changes in DS-sucrose were stronger for executed vs. withheld responses, neuronal activity changes in extinction were stronger for withheld vs. executed responses. Analysis of mean activity across the population showed no significant changes (all χ 2 < 5; all P > 0.05) except for IL neuronal responses during withheld presses [χ 2 (4,502) = 11.76; P < 0.05], consistent with the fact that averaging excitatory and inhibitory responses diminished observed effects and with the fact that IL signaling was more prominently inhibitory (and thus averaging across the entire population did not diminish significance). Signaling in response to the NS lever (NS-press or NS-withhold) did not change over the course of extinction (all χ 2 < 9.2; all P > 0.05; Fig. 5B ), indicating that changes in mPFC activity were specific to changes in RS outcome contingencies. We also characterized behavior-related signal changes in significantly-modulated neurons during each stage (sucrose and extinction days 1-4). For each session, we identified neurons in PL and IL that were significantly excited or inhibited by RS presentation (percentages shown in Fig. 3A) . We then calculated the mean responses of these neurons in RS-press and RS-withhold conditions. As seen in the population as a whole, neurons significantly excited or inhibited by the RS shifted from signaling more robustly for RS-press in sucrose to RS-withhold in extinction ( Fig. 5 C and D) . In all cases except one, this shift was highly significant (all χ 2 > 20; all P << 0.001). IL neurons excited by the RS strongly and significantly decreased activity in RSpress conditions. In RS-withhold conditions, these neurons increased activation on the whole (Fig. 5C ), but the effect was not significant [χ 2 (4,38) = 5.49; P > 0.05], likely because of the small numbers of neurons in IL cortex significantly excited by the RS (Fig.  3A) . Thus, across the entire population and in neurons selected for significant excitatory or inhibitory responses, neurons in both mPFC subregions switched selectivity from representing RS-press to RSwithhold. These data support the hypothesis that stimulus-evoked mPFC signaling reflected context-based stimulus behavior outcome mapping (press when rewarded, withhold when not rewarded).
Individual neurons recorded across multiple sessions in PL and IL (SI Materials and Methods) most frequently shifted their activity from representing RS-press during DS-sucrose to RS-withhold during extinction (all P < 0.001, Fisher exact test; Fig. S4 , shaded quadrants), and maintained the direction of modulation (excitation or inhibition) across sessions (Fig. S4, bar graphs) . That individual neurons shifted representation across sessions further confirms the finding that PL and IL neuron activity was dynamically updated to reflect context-correct behaviors.
Inactivation of PL and IL Significantly Disrupted Sucrose Seeking and
Extinction. To assess potential causal roles for PL and IL neurons in reward seeking or extinction, we inactivated PL or IL by using baclofen/muscimol (bac/mus) during DS-sucrose and then on alternating extinction days in a separate group of animals (Materials and Methods). RS lever pressing was significantly decreased following bac/mus microinfusions into IL, but not PL, during DS-sucrose (Fig. S5A ). Inactivation of either area dramatically influenced extinction, such that RS lever pressing decreased on inactivation days and rebounded on vehicle days (Fig. S5B) . Bac/mus infusion also delayed extinction such that, on extinction day 6, when no treatment was given, the number of RS lever presses was equal to that on extinction day 1. These data indicate that strict relationships between PL and go vs. IL and stop are not maintained across all behaviors and that both PL and IL neurons play important roles in reward-seeking and extinction.
RS Location Reversal Demonstrated a Stronger Influence of RS vs. NS
than Spatial Location. To investigate potential spatial influences on RS-evoked responses during DS-sucrose, we retrained four PL-implanted rats and four IL-implanted rats to perform the were analyzed with respect to how they responded to an executed press (RS/NS-press) or withheld press (RS/NS-withhold). Neurons significantly excited or inhibited by RS were more excited or inhibited when a press occurred after an RS (C). Neurons significantly excited or inhibited by NS were more excited or inhibited when no press occurred after an NS (D). Analysis described in Neurons in PL and IL neurons that were significantly excited by RS presentation were more excited for pressing than for withholding during DS-sucrose, and were more excited for withheld presses than elicited presses during extinction. (D) Neurons that were significantly inhibited by RSs were more inhibited for pressing than withholding presses during DS-sucrose, and also more inhibited for withholding than for pressing during extinction. Transitions from neural representation of press to withhold were highly significant. Statistics are provided in Neurons in PL and IL Switched from Signaling Press During Sucrose-Seeking to Withhold During Extinction.
DS-sucrose task following extinction. After reacquisition of task performance, we reversed contingencies: RS became NS and vice versa (Materials and Methods). RS-evoked responses pre-and postreversal for RS-press trials were recorded from 59 PL and 80 IL neurons. There were no differences in RS-evoked responses pre-and postreversal in PL or IL neurons (PL, z = 0.41; P > 0.05; IL, z = 0.12; P > 0.05, Wilcoxon test), indicating that the location of the RS was less important in driving mPFC activity than the behavior and outcome.
Activity in PL and IL Was Selective for Rewarded vs. Nonrewarded
Well Entries. During DS-sucrose, PL and IL neurons were significantly modulated around well entry and during sucrose consumption (Fig. S6A) . Neurons were minimally modulated by exploratory well entries not preceded by a lever press (Fig. S6B ). Population absolute signaling around the well entry (−500 ms to 500 ms) was significantly stronger in PL and IL neurons for rewarded vs. nonrewarded well entries (PL, z = 3.96; P << 0.001; IL, z = 6.52; P << 0.001, Wilcoxon test). This was driven by significantly enhanced PL activity preceding well entry and a rapid, but transient decrease in IL activity immediately following well entry (Fig. S6A) . During extinction, "rewarded" (i.e., following RS press) well entry modulation disappeared [PL, χ 2 (4,442) = 33.24; P << 0.001; IL, χ 2 (4,502) = 50.49; P << 0.001]. PL and IL neurons also showed a strong inverse relationship during sucrose receipt and consumption: IL activity was increased and PL activity was decreased. This divergence occurred ∼1 s after well entry and lasted ∼8-10 s, overlapping with consumption ( Fig. S6A) . This difference was significant (z = 3.08; P < 0.005, Mann-Whitney test), whereas the nonrewarded well entry difference was not (z = 0.18; P > 0.05; Fig. S6B ).
Discussion
Neuronal Activity in PL and IL Did Not Differentially Encode Go vs.
Stop. We tested the hypothesis that PL activity signals behavioral execution during reward seeking and IL activity signals response inhibition during extinction (4, 14) . This view posits that PL neurons would fire for reward-predicting stimuli during DS-sucrose, and IL neurons would fire for the same stimuli during extinction. Instead, PL and IL neurons responded specifically to stimuli that triggered context-appropriate behavioral responses (lever press or withheld press) during reward seeking or extinction. During DS-sucrose, neurons in both areas preferentially responded to RSs that produced a rewarded lever press and for NSs followed by (nonrewarded) withheld press. Throughout extinction, individual neuronal responses in both areas shifted to become selective for RS presentation when pressing was (appropriately) suppressed. These results support the hypothesis that, in addition to or instead of encoding opposing behaviors (e.g., "going" vs. "stopping"), PL and IL neuronal signals reflect the representation of context, here defined by an outcomebased contingency, irrespective of the motor output involved. The relationship of PL and IL to expression and extinction of fear learning and cocaine seeking has been very well characterized (4, 7) . Our results in no way call these findings into question. However, they are aligned with previous studies demonstrating that these relationships are not absolute across all types of behavioral execution/suppression. For example, activity is increased in IL neurons following cue-and context-induced cocaine and heroin seeking, and IL inactivation diminishes reinstatement of extinguished cocaine, methamphetamine, and heroin seeking (7) . Furthermore, PL inactivation increases spontaneous and premature behaviors (8) (9) (10) and impairs response inhibition (11) . Together, these results imply that neuronal networks within PL and IL can contribute to both response execution and inhibition. Our data support this conclusion and indicate that one way in which both regions may contribute to adaptive behavior is by signaling the contingency-defined context to be used in appropriately executing or inhibiting behavior.
PL and IL Signaling Was Not Homogeneous. PL responses were equally divided between excitation and inhibition, whereas most IL responses were inhibitory. PL and IL neurons also fired differentially around the reward: PL neurons were excited at well entry and inhibited during consumption, whereas IL neurons were inhibited at well entry and excited during consumption, in line with a recent report (15) . The time course of extinction-related changes in RS signaling also differed across PL and IL neurons: IL neurons shifted to signaling withholding more rapidly than PL neurons (Fig. 5 ). This IL lead is the opposite of observations that PL neurons signaled learned strategy shifts ahead of IL neurons (16) , raising the possibility that PL and IL neurons may differentially signal learning-related changes for separate behaviors via temporal differences in onset of representation. Another intriguing possibility is that IL inhibition may serve as a permissive, or gating, role for excitatory responses observed in PL neurons (17) . Thus, although our data do not support the idea that PL and IL exclusively control execution and inhibition of behavior respectively, there are clear differences across the regions, in line with previous findings, that warrant further investigation.
Previous studies found mixed results with respect to the activity of mPFC neurons during reward-related extinction. mPFC neurons were found to exhibit lever press responses during seeking, extinction, and reinstatement for natural rewards (18) , but other studies have found an overall decrease in signaling by PL neurons during a withinsession extinction session (19) . Neither of those studies compared prefrontal subregions during reward seeking and extinction, ultimately making direct comparisons vs. our results difficult.
The change in PL and IL signaling to reflect changing context has not been observed in all frontal regions. In lateral orbitofrontal cortex, we found strong RS-evoked responses that consistently diminished over extinction, even when animals withheld responses (20) . These data are consistent with differential roles of mPFC and orbitofrontal cortex in guiding reward-related and cognitive behaviors. Similarly, nucleus accumbens neurons decrease their activity during extinction of a DS task (14) . In contrast, a sizeable subset of basolateral amygdala neurons showed enhanced responding during extinction (21) , indicating that neurons in basolateral amygdala and mPFC may interact in signaling context-related information to shape behavior.
Prefrontal Networks Participate in Many Cognitive Functions. Although our recordings do not provide causal evidence, our data are consistent with previous work indicating that a major aspect of prefrontal signaling is integrating contextual information to produce goal-directed responses (2, 3, 22) . This concept aligns with studies indicating that an important role of the PFC is to generate contextappropriate behavior (23) . Neurons recorded from PL exhibit context-specific responses (24) , activity representing the rule or set being followed (25, 26) , activity signaling cues driving correct vs. incorrect behavior during an attention task (27) , and delay-related firing rate changes influenced by the results (correct or error) in the incipient or previous trial (10) . In the present study, context was defined as the specific response-outcome contingencies the animal experienced (i.e., RS press produces reward vs. RS press produces no reward), which corresponded with adaptive (high utility) behaviors (i.e., press to obtain reward vs. withhold pressing to decrease effort). An important question for future research is the degree to which mPFC neurons encode different types of contextual information [e.g., environmental (22) vs. rule-or outcome-based (24, 25) context].
Inactivation of PL vs. IL Revealed Differential Roles in Task Performance.
Although PL and IL neurons were strongly modulated during DS-sucrose, inactivation of IL, but not PL, significantly decreased responding. One possible explanation for this divergence may be that animals were overtrained (>2 wk of DS-sucrose, preceded by fixed-ratio training), so that responding may have become habitual. IL plays a prominent role in habit-based behaviors (28) (29) (30) , whereas PL has been associated with goal-directed behaviors (23, 28, 30, 31) . We propose that PL responses during DS-sucrose reflected task or contingency representation that was maintained after the initial stages of learning. These data indicate a previously unidentified dimension of PL activity, whereby task representations are maintained even when not necessary to drive behavior. PL activity may be involved not only in goal-directed task acquisition, but also in later behavioral refinement after a task is well-learned to, e.g., detect changes in or update rule/context representations. During extinction, PL and IL neurons were strongly modulated, and inactivation produced pronounced deficits in acute behavior and extinction learning. Thus, PL and IL neurons play essential roles in extinction and other types of learning (16, 30, 31) , but IL (not PL) may be important for expression of well-learned behavior (29, 30) . An important future investigation will be the relationship between PFC representations of context and goal-directed or habitual behaviors.
The mPFC as a whole is involved in a wide range of behavioral processes and holds a massively integrative position, both anatomically and physiologically (32) . One possibility is that PFC neurons or networks adapt to the present demands. Thus, in tasks in which spatial orientation is essential, for example, neurons show strong spatial signaling (33) . In studies using rule-related tasks, activity represents specific rules (25) . In our task, neurons represent contingency-based contexts to drive execution or extinction of behavior. PL and IL neurons may show dichotomous function in some cases, such as during learning and extinction related to fear and drug use (4), but not in other cases. Ultimately, these results, including ours, are all aligned with the perspective that a major role of mPFC is to maximize behavioral utility (34) . In the present study, PL and IL signaling was strongest under conditions of high utility: when animals exerted effort to receive reward or when animals conserved effort in the absence of reward. In situations of low utility-exerting effort for no reward or withholding rewarded responses-mPFC activity was diminished. Although our findings were not specifically designed to test economic utility, they indicate this subject as an important future direction. Another important future line of research is a focus on how different mPFC neuronal ensembles encode these diverse cognitive elements to support optimal behavior (7) . Critical issues include understanding how these networks are defined, how flexibly they encode behavioral components, and how they interact with each other. A truly comprehensive understanding of PFC function, and its relationship to other brain areas, will involve specifically addressing the complexity and heterogeneity of the region.
